calculations of kaon production in relativistic nuclear collisions are approximately a factor of two too small. The revised results are in qood agreement with the data on total kaon yields.
In ref. 1) we studied kaon production in relativistic nuclear collisions on the basis of a conventional multiple-collision model. The basic physical input was the differential cross sections for kaon production in elementary baryon-baryon co 11 i s ions. These were estimated by simp le means:
The angular distributions were assumed to be isotropic in the appropriate CM frame and a simple functional form was taken for the spectral distribution.
Furthermore. the dependence on energy was assumed to be given by Pmax' the maximum momentum available to the produced kaon. Finally. the absolute sizes of the elementary production cross sections were based on proton-proton data combined with a one-pion exchange model relating unobserved reactions to observed ones. and. as above. FNN~~ FNb.~ we obtain a good correspondence with the data. We may therefore proceed as in ref.
1)
We then only need extract the three proportionality coefficients, namely the values of 0pp + ~ pJ\K ' 0pp ~ p~oKo, and 0pp ~ p~+Ko at Pm ax = mKc. After inspection of fig. 1 Maximum keon momentum P max (GeV/c) Fig. 1 
